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NEWS A N D

NOTICES

lVO VRKOČ SEXAGENARIAN
J A N FlSCHER, PAVEL KOLÁŘ, BOHDAN MASLOWSKI, JAN SEIDLER, ŠTEFAN SCHWABIK, P r a h a

Unbelievable as it may seem, Ivo Vrkoč, DrSc., was born sixty years ago, on June
10, 1931 in Kladno. However, while the enthusiasm and vigor with which he attacks
any mathematical problem belie the inexorable time, the results of his research are
much more than adequate to his real age and their extent and importance would
do honour to any world-famous mathematician.

After graduating from the Faculty of Science (now Faculty of Mathematics and
Physics) of Charles University in Prague, Ivo Vrkoč came to the Mathematical
Institute ofthe Czechoslovak Academy ofSciences. Here he found himselfin a group
of young mathematicians who obeyed an advice of the older ones (in this case it
was Professor Vladimir Knichal) and with enthusiasm entered a field with no historical
background in the country, namely the qualitative theory of ordinary differential
equations. During a relatively short period the group worked their way to the world
èlite, and I. Vrkoč was one of its prominent members, in 1955 he published his
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first mathematical paper [1] which immediately found its place in the world context.
The same can be told about his second paper [2] written together with J. Kurzweil.
These papers dealt with conversion of theorems on stability or instability, which
were deduced by means of Lyapunov functions. The paper [1] concerned the
Četayev instability theorem that had been published for the first time in 1934 and
in a more detailed form in N. G. Cetayev's monograph Stability of Motion (Gostechizdat, Moscow 1946). Vrkoč showed that if the trivial solution of a system
(1)

^=f(t,x)
at

with a function / continuously differentiable in x, is not stable, then there exists
a function V(t, x) exhibiting the properties required by Cetayev's theorem. To this
end he used a sophisticated technique whose complexity consists in a thorough in
vestigation of the properties of solutions in a neighbourhood of the instable equi
librium of the system and in the construction of a function V(t, x) exploiting these
properties. The problem of characterization of stability of the steady state of the
system (!) in terms of a Lyapunov function for continuous right hand sides had
been solved by T. Yoshizawa; however, the Lyapunov function constructed by him
was not continuous. A construction of a continuous Lyapunov function is given in
[2]. Here it is proved that it is not always possible to characterize stability or uniform
stability of the equilibrium by a smooth Lyapunov function, and necessary and
sufficient conditions are given for the right hand side ofthe system (1) to guarantee
the existence of a smooth Lyapunov function. The results are "sharp" and soon
after their discovery they rightly entered monographs which are still authoritative
in stability theory. Only few Czechoslovak mathematicians succeeded in entering
the history by their mathematical debuts, as was the case with lvo Vrkoč. And it
should be pointed out that the Prague school of the qualitative theory of ordinary
differential equations owes its lasting renown particularly to these early works of
I. Vrkoč and J. Kurzweil.
In [4] I. Vrkoč offerred to the Czechoslovak mathematical community a brief
report on the topic of his dissertation for the CSc (Candidate of Science) degree.
It was then published in extenso [5] and like the previous works, it soon attracted
the attention ofworld specialists in the stability theory. Fifteen years later S.-N. Chow
and J. A. Yorke (Lyapunov theory and perturbation of stable and asymptotically
stable systems. J. Differential Equations, 15 (1974), 308 — 321) characterized the
work as "a monumental paper", being fully aware ofthe meaning ofthese words.
In [5] Vrkoč dealt with the system (l) on the assumption that the right hand side
of (1) satisfies the Carathéodory conditions and / ( / , 0) = 0. Then the system has
the trivial solution x = 0 which Vrkoč called integrally stable if for every ô > 0
there is B(o) > 0 such that
(i) lim B(S) = 0;
0^0
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(ii) if a function rç(r, x) satisfies the condition
jr0

sup

\\r](t, x)\\ ât < Ô ,

ї\х\\йВ(о)

then every solution x(t) of the system
Л = f(t, x) + f](t, x)
at
with p(ř 0 )|| < ô can be extended to t ^ i 0 , and ||x(i)|| < ô holds for t ^ t0
(t0 can differ for various solutions x(t)).
Adding the attractivity of the trivial solution Vrkoč introduced the notion of
asymptotic variational stability and studied this concept in the relation to other
notions then known (stability with respect to permanently acting perturbations,
variational stability, strong stability). The monumentality of Vrkoc's work consists
in his starting with the premonition that a large perturbation acting for a short time
period cannot throw a reasonable system (1) ofT balance, and in his transforming
this premonition into the form ofan established fact.
An extraordinary achievement of this work is the characterization of integral
stability and asymptotic integral stability by means ofasuitableLyapunov function.
This requires a very fine technique, especially when the Lyapunov function cor
responding to the stable solution is constructed. No wonder the paper [5] was soon
included in monographs as a fundamental result in the field of qualitative theory
of ordinary differential equations. (A. Halanay — 1966, W. Hahn — 1967, T.
Yoshizawa — 1966.) Even if I. Vrkoč finished his mathematical career by writing
the paper [5], his name would still be well known to mathematicians working in
the field.
In 1962 Vrkoč published his paper [7] in which he investigated stability of the
trivial solution of the system of ordinary differential equations with respect to per
manently acting perturbations from the viewpoint of its characterization by means
o f a Lyapunov function.By this paper,inwhich he again employedhissophisticated
analytical methods, he ended one period of his mathematical career, which brought
general respect and fame to the Prague school of the qualitative theory of ordinary
differential equations. It was an extremely fruitful period stemming from the classical
Russian and Soviet traditions going back to A. M. Lyapunov, and it actually built
a bridge to the modern analytic approach to Lyapunov functions by taking into
account that in this century it is the Lebesgue integral that stirs up the development
in mathematical analysis. Meanwhile, in 1961, Vrkoč published his paper[6].Here
he turned to topological aspects ofstability ofsolutions ofthe system (!) and proved
that, if the system satisfies some conditions guaranteeing the existence of a solution
(e.g. the Carathéodory conditions), then the family of all initial states at t = 0 from
which a stable (equistable, uniformly stable) solution starts, is a Gs set. This is a nice
result by itself. Nonetheless, Vrkoč also proved that, given a G6 set M cz R2, there
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exists a system (l) in R2 such that each ofits solutions starting at t = 0 from a point
x є M is uniformly stable, and each of its solution starting at t = 0 from a point x
lying in the complement o f M , is unstable. Moreover, he showed that the system (l)
can be chosen in such a way that its right hand side has continuous partial derivatives
ofall orders. The main ideas ofthe proofofthe assertion are valid even for the general
case ofR". However, the proofis presented for n = 2, its technique being complicated
enough even so. For the case of the one-dimensional autonomous ordinary dif
ferential equation (i.e. for dynamical systems) Vrkoč presented an ingenious des
cription of the set from which unstable trajectories start. This paper of Ivo Vrkoč
is well known to specialists in topological dynamics, since it is a paragon of what
can be achieved if deep understanding of methods of mathematical analysis is com
bined with their application to an apparently abstract branch of mathematics.
After this fruitful period of outstanding mathematical achievements Ivo Vrkoč
entered another domain which had no tradition in Czechoslovakia, namely the theory
of stochastic differential equations.
From the viewpoint of today's mathematics, the theory of stochastic differential
equations seems rather remote from the theory of ordinary differential equations,
and it is more usually included in the probability theory. Nonetheless, the way of
I. Vrkoč from ordinary equations to stochastic ones has been a continuous process.
His first "stochastic" papers [9] and [ l l ] actually represent a certain continuation
of his former research in stability, the perturbations of the right hand side of the
equation having random character. In fact, these papers do not yet deal with the
"true" Ito stochastic equations but with the so called differential equations with
randomness, in which the random process appearing on the right hand side of the
equation has trajectories sufficiently regular to allow to consider solutions in the
classical Carathéodory sense (thus the case of "white noise" is not covered).
Let us acquaint the reader with the papers [9] and [11] by at least sketching
a special case ofthe ofthe main result of [11]. Let us consider the class ofequations
of the form
*n = "K*n

+ Sn(t, co, xn) ,

x„(t0) = x0 >

where An ^ 0 and Sn have the character of random perturbations. The author's
attention is concentrated on an estimation ofthe asymptotic behaviour ofexpressions
of the type
(2)

sup P[ sup xn(t, co) ^ v„]
Sn

toututn

for n ^ oo, tn ^ t0 and vn being given numbers. P [ . . . ] in (2) denotes the probability
that the process xn in the interval [i 0 , i„] at least once exceeds the bound vn. Provided
the influence of the individual perturbations decrease with n ^ oo and the per
turbations do not cause a "systematic error", the limit of the expressions (2) can be
expressed in terms of a solution of the heat equation. A precise mathematical
formulation ofthe above vague assertion is ofcourse fairly demanding, and in [9],
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[11] it is the subject ofa fine analytic elaboration. As can be guessed from the above
mentioned relationship with parabolic equations, situations typical for applications
of these results are those in which the random perturbations Sn in a certain sense
converge to a process "without memory", that is to a process ofthe white-noise type.
The subsequent shift ofmathematical interests of I. Vrkoč to stochastic differential
equations thus appears to be very natural. In this field he dealt (ifwe disregard several
minor papers) with two topics: with a generalization of the averaging method to
stochastic differential equations, and with the problem of maximal diffusion for the
exit from a domain. Tt is the latter topic which represents a continuation of the
papers [9], [11]. The essential contribution was made in [19], where the problem
was solved in the most general setting.
Let us consider a domain D with a sufficiently smooth boundary in Rny let x(t)
be a solution of a stochastic differential equation
(3)

dx(t) = f(t, x(t)) àt + B(t, x(t)) dw(t),

x(0) = x 0 є D ,

where w(t) stands for a Wiener process and the coefficients / , B are sufficiently
smooth and satisfy the usual assumptions guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness
ofsolution. LetT be the moment ofthe first exit ofthe processx(f)from thedomain D.
Now let the coefficient of the local drift in the equation (3) be fixed while the coef
ficient ofdiffusion B may vary. Then the time т = тв depends on B\ the aim ofVrkoc
was to find the maximum of the probabilities Р[т в ^ T] that the process x(t) reaches
the boundary of the domain D before a certain (fixed) moment T, over the class of
all "reasonable" coefficients B. In [19] a condition is found for the maximum
probability to be reached for some matrix of diffusion B(t,.x). Let us consider
matrices B such that BBT is positive semidefinite in Q = (0, T) x D and the parabolic
equation
(4)

ut(t, x) = \ Tr(B(T - ř, x) D2xu(u x) BT(T - i, x)) +

+ (/(7-r,x),DXu))
with boundary conditions
(5)

lim u(t, x) = 0 ,

xe D;

f^0+

lim u(i, x) = 1 ,

y e dD ,

t ^ 0

x^y

has a unique bounded solution in Q. A matrix Ë will be called maximal ifit maximizes
the value P[rB ^ T] in the class ofall matrices B with the propertiesjust introduced,
for which, moreover, B(t, x) BT(t, x) — B(t, x) BT(t, x) is positive semidefinite for
(t, x) e Q. One ofthe main general results in [19] is a theorem asserting that a matrix B
is maximal (strongly maximal ifthe terminology of [19] is used) provided the bounded
solution ofthe equation
ut(t, x) = \ Tr(5(T - t, x) D2xu{u x) ËT(T - í, x)) +
+

{f{T-UxlDxu{ux))

with the boundary conditions (5) is convex in the domain Q with respect to x. The
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proof of this assertion, based on an elegant application of the Ito formula, demon
strates the close link between the theory of Itô-type stochastic differential equations
and the theory ofparabolic partial differential equations. Ofcourse, a natural question
from the viewpoint of practicability is, when the equation (4) has a single bounded
solution and, especially, when such a solution is convex. Ivo Vrkoč devoted much
effort to the problem of finding explicit sufficient conditions formulated in terms
of the coefficients of the equation, and his research resulted in a series of papers
[23], [24], [26], [27] and [32].
A characteristic feature ofthe papers ofthis series is that, as concerns the technique
of the proofs, they belong rather to the field of linear partial differential equations
of parabolic type, and that they contain a number of results (presented as auxiliary
ones) throwing light upon some special aspects ofthe behaviour of solutions ofsuch
equations. Hence they are far from being interesting merely from the viewpoint of
stochastic analysis.
As we have already mentioned, another stochastic subject pivotal for I. Vrkoč is
the complex of techniques known in the theory of ordinary differential equations as
the averaging principle. Averaging methods, inspired by some problems of physics
(especially mechanics) make it possible to approximate solutions of an equation
with fast oscillating coefficients by solutions of the equation with "averaged"
coefficients, without making a major error. More precisely, let us consider stochastic
differential equations

(6)

dx,(t) = / ( i , *,(')) dt + B fi > *.(*)) <M0 - x.(o) = x*,

where s > 0 is a small parameter, w(t) a Wiener process (or a more general con
tinuous process with independent increments), and the coefficients ofthe local drift/
and the diffusion B satisfy the classical conditions for the existence and uniqueness
ofa solution.Theproblem,whether on the assumption of existence of functions /, B
and an initial value x satisfying
/(jc) = lim - f f(t, x) àt,
T^co

Tj0

lim - | |B(f, x) - B(x)\2 dt = 0,
Г^оо

7jo

lim xE = x ,
E^0 +

the solutions of the equation (6) converge in quadratic mean to the solution of the
limit equation
(7)

dX(i) = J{X{t)) dt + B(X(t)) dw(t),

X(0) = x ,

was solved in the affirmative by I. Vrkoč in [12] (and, independently, by 1.1. Gichman
in his paper Differential equations with random functions (Russian), in: Zim. shkola
po teorii veroyat. mat. stat., Kiev 1964, 41 — 85). It was even shown that
(8)

lim E sup \Xe(t) - X(t)\2 = 0
e^O+
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O^t^T

for every T > 0 (E denotes the mathematical expectation). A result of the type (8)
has been proved also for stochastic differential equations in a domain with an adhesive
boundary. As is well known, averaging problems are a special case ofthe problem of
continuous dependence of the equation on a parameter. However, the classical
results on continuous dependence are too weak for these purposes and it is necessary
to study a finer kind of continuous dependence, the so called integral continuity.
The power of this approach became evident only later, in the seventies, when Z.
Artstein in his work (Continuous dependence on parameters: On the best possible
results, J. Differential Equations 19 (1975), 214-225) made it clear that the results
of the integral-continuity type are in a certain natural sense the best possible results
on continuous dependence on a parameter.
In [ l 2 ] and further in [13], [15], [16] Vrkoč also intensively studied, in con
nection with the averaging method, the problems of stability of solutions and of
existence of periodic ones. Already in [12] he solved the averaging problem for the
infinite time horizon (T= +oo) on the assumption of uniform asymptotic stability
ofthe limit solution X. In [15] and [16] Vrkoč investigated the general system ofthe
form
(9)

dXE(t) = f(t, X,(t), e) ât + B(t, Xe(t), e) dw,(t) , * e (0) = x 0

depending on a parameter s > 0, in its relation to the deterministic system
(10)

y(t)=f(t,y(t),0),

y{0) =

xo.

Among other he showed that if the coefficients of the equation (9) are integrally
continuous in e uniformly in a certain sense (for example, we assume
lim J« |B(r, y(r), e)| 2 dFc(r) = 0 , F.(i) = E|w.(i)| 2 ,
E^0 +

uniformly in x 0 ), then the exponential stability of a solution of the equation (10)
is transferred to (9) for sufficiently small e > 0. Similarly the existence of periodic
solutions of the equation (9) is established, provided its coefficients are periodic in t.
From the viewpoint ofmethodology it is remarkable that both papers [15] and [16]
make frequent use ofthe techniques introduced shortly before by J. Kurzweil for the
study of invariant manifolds of ordinary differential equations.
The interest of I. Vrkoč in the averaging method and integral continuity was
restored recently in connection with the research in the theory ofstochastic evolution
equations. A fundamental result was achieved in the paper [52] which deals with
integral continuity for the equation
(11)

d*,(i) = [AXAt) + /„(*, X.(i))] dt + Фх{и X£t)) dw(t) , Xjp)

= q>,

in a Hilbert space H. Here we assume that A is an infinitesimal generator ofa strongly
continuous semigroup S(t) in Я , w(t) is a Wiener process with values in a Hilbert
space K with a nuclear covariance operator W,fa: R+ x H ^ Я , Фа: R+ x H ^
~> &{K, H) satisfy the usual conditions of measurability, linear growth and
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lipschitzianity in the space variable, a § 0. The equation ( l l ) is interpreted in the
mild sense, that is as the integral equation
X,(t) = S(t) <px + fr S(t - s)Ms, X.(s)) d5 +
+

y0S(t-s)4>x(s,Xa(s))dw(s),

where the second integral on the right hand side is the stochastic Ito integral. The
main result of [52] is the following theorem: If
(12)

lim JI. S(t - r) [fXr, x) - /o(r, x)] ár = 0 ,
a^O +

(13)

lim jl Тг{(Фа(г, x) - Ф0(г, x)) W(<P,(r, x) - Ф0(г, x))*} ár = 0
a^O +

for all x є Я , 0 ^ s S t, and if <pa ^> <p0 in # , then
(14)

lim
a^>0+

sup E\\Xa(t) - X0(t)\\2H = 0
O^t^T

for all T > 0.
The analysis ofthe finite-dimensional case showsthatthe condition(13)isessentially
a restriction that cannot be weakened, while the assumption (12) on the nonlinear
component of the coefficient of local drift ought to be replaced by a more natural
condition
(15)

HmJi/,(r,x)dr = j;/o(r,x)dr.
0E^O +

It is shown in [52] that such a change is possible provided the semigroup S(t) is
analytic. In this form the result is applicable to current stochastic partial differential
equations of parabolic type. A surprising counterexample constructed by Ivo Vrkoč,
which will appear in [56], demonstrates that this change is impossible for the
stochastic wave equation if we consider the natural state space H = W1,2 © L2.
On the other hand, it will be shown in [56] that it is possible to replace (12) by the
weaker assumption (15) provided the topology of the state space is weakened ac
cordingly (for example, for the wave equation this means that we pay attention only
to the L2-convergence ofthe solutions but not the convergence ofthe derivatives).
The averaging and integral continuity in the theory of stochastic evolution equa
tions is also the topic ofthe paper [53], where a result ofthe type of(14) is derived
for a problem with infinite time horizon.
Let us now give a brief survey of Vrkoc's momentous cooperation with physicists
in the theory ofelementary particles.
The late sixties were marked by the development of a new branch of the physics
of elementary particles, the so called method of analytic extrapolations. Its basic
task is to describe the results ofa measurement in a (kinematic) domain by an analytic
function (the exact physical amplitude describing the results of a measurement is an
analytic function), and extrapolate it to another domain where no measurement at
all was (or could be) done. Doing this, it must be taken into account that the mea-
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surement is burdened with a certain experimental error. Moreover, it is usually carried
out on the boundary of a domain in which the function to be found is holomorphic.
This problem exhibits a high degree of nonuniqueness. A minor error (the difference
between the physical function and its analytic approximation) in the domain of
measurement may cause a big error in the domain to which we extrapolate (an
uncorrect problem in Hadamard's sense),whichresults in the impossibility of finding
any nontrivial physical prediction in the given domain. It is necessary to restict the
class of the functions considered by subjecting them to suitable and physically ac
ceptable stabilizing conditions.Therefore the physicists concentrated on the so called
stable extrapolation methods. Here stability means the following property: if/(z) is
holomorphic in a domain ofthe complex plane and uniformly bounded on a set A,
|/(z)| ^ e, z є A, then the extrapolation to a set B is said to be stable with respect
to a given class offunctions F (satisfying the stabilizing conditions) if
lim sup sup \f(z)\ = 0 .
e^0

zeB

feF

I. Vrkoč studied this problem in [25]. One ofhis most interesting results concerns
the possibility ofstable extrapolation o f t h e imaginarypart Im/(z)from one part
ofthe boundary Г1 ofthe domain in which the function is holomorphic to another
part Г2 provided f(z) is bounded and there exist bounded derivatives along the
boundary Г 2 , that is
Id R e / ( e * ) |
àcp

< N

for

eI<p є Г?

for the unit circle. This condition is physically acceptable in a domain in which no
resonance states occur. In the above mentioned paper I. Vrkoč also proved further
theorems on stable extrapolation many ofwhich the physicists had intuitively applied
before without knowing their rigorous proofs.
Another field of Vrkoc's activity in physics of elementary particles concerns the
properties of the scattering matrix which follow from general physical principles.
This research is important in situations when instead of a selfcontained theory there
is only a set of fundamental principles available that should be satisfied by any future
theory, and that lead typically to a class offunctions defined by their holomorphicity
domain, continuity on the boundary and behaviour at z = oo.
Vrkoč proved the following theorem:
Let f(z)

be

(i) holomorphic in D, where D is the upper complex halfplane without a semi
circle with radius r 0 and centre at the origin;
(ii) continuous in the closure of D, with the possible exception ofthe point z = oo.
Further, let
lm/(z)^0

for

lmz = 0,

lm/(z)^0

for

lmz = 0,

Rez^rl5
Rez^

-r1?
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lim f(z)|z2

= 0

|z|-oo

and
( J i ; + J,00) x - 1 lmf(x)

áx > JS Re/(re'>) ácp ,

where r ^ max (r 0 , rj).
Then there exists R such that Im [/(z)/z] > 0 for all z є D with |z| > R.
The theorem made it possible to establish a number ofinteresting relations between
the behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of the scattering amplitude, its phase
and modulus and total effective cross-section at extremely high energies. (Let us
note that the total effective cross-section is proportional to the imaginary part of the
amplitude for scattering with zero angle.) It is no coincidence that this theoretical
study became topical in the seventies in connection with rapid progress in the con
struction ofnew accelerators for particle collisions, in particularat very high impact
energies.
Vrkoč entered this process with his proverbial ability ofgrasping the mathematical
essence of a physical problem and deduced economical theorems, that is strong
assertions from weak assumptions. In a period when the theory is not completed
and only the general principles are known, mathematician's abilities ofthis kind are
a true blessing for physics. It was especially Vrkoc's condition (1) that became
famous due to its generality and applicability to the total effective cross-section.
Another significant generalization was that of Pomeranchuk's theorem [35], which
was also obtained thanks to the generality of Vrkoc's formulations, and also VrkocTs
proof that the convergence of the integral

&,0-(E)E-*dE
(where cr_(£) is the difference between the total effective cross-sections of the direct
and the so called cross associate reaction and E is the energy of the impact) is a suf
ficient condition for the existence (and vanishing) of the so called Meiman's limit
Limff_(E) = 0.
In the seventies the so called derivative relations came into fashion. They were
motivated by the possibility of expressing the real part of an analytic function not
by the integral ofthe imaginary part as is the case with dispersion relations (Cauchy
theorem) but in terms of a differential operator defined by the sum of an infinite
series of derivatives of the imaginary part. Ivo Vrkoč proved that this operator is
defined only on the class ofentire functions [47]. The following theorem was then
of fundamental importance for further applications: If a function / : / ^ R1 has all
derivatives at each point ofthe interval I cz R1 ( і . е . / є C°°(/)) and the series ofthe
odd derivatives

Z/ (2 " +l) (x)
n= 0

converges for all x є /, then the function/(as well as the sum ofthe series) is extensible
to an entire function.
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Vrkoč also had an inomissible share in new results concerning the generalization
of Froissarťs bound to the scattering amplitude for complex angles of scattering
[39, 43]. Here he contributed in particular by deriving conditions under which the
inequalities valid for harmonic or subharmonic functions on the boundary can be
transferred to the interior ofthe domain.
We could continue to discuss Vrkoc's results useful for theoretical physics for a
long time. However, let us just point out his vivid interest in the mathematical core
of physical problems, his invariable readiness to help the physicists, and the ability
to understand their nonexact language.
Besides self-contained collections of papers from the above mentioned fields of
mathematics (and physics), I. Vrkoč has been engaged in many other mathematical
problems. Let us mention at least a few Vrkoc's papers belonging to this category.
The paper [17] is important from the viewpoint ofnonlinear functional analysis:
proceeding constructively,Vrkoc gave here a complete analytical description ofthe
general Carathéodory operator. This result is extremely important from the viewpoint
ofmodern mathematics.
A class offunctions playing an important role in the theory ofinvariant manifolds
(which was then intensively studied in the seminar on ordinary differential equations
in Prague) was investigated in [18]. The papers [33], [38] and [51] from the theory
ofdifTerential inclusions also stemmed from the subjects studied in the seminar.
Vrkoc's meeting with R. C. Brown who stayed in Prague for a longer period led
to papers [44] and [46] which can be included in the theory of selfadjoint boundary
value problems. Here Vrkoč contributed the proof of the strictness of the RayleighRitz inequality, even using in this connection the ancient computer Hewlett-Packard
that was then the only computer available in the institute. This remarkable device
submitted to Vrkoc's will also during his work on [45], [54] and [55], whichwere
the results of a long-lasting cooperation with a group concentrated around M.
Katětov and P. Jedlička. This group worked on mathematical modelling and studied
mechanisms governing the sclerosis multiplex. They used facts from Thorn's theory
ofclassification of singularities of mappings as well as the elements of randomness
exhibited by the disease. Vrkoč not only took part in the construction of the model
but also showed uncommon abilities as a programmer, eventually conjuring from the
computer graphs of the disease accepted by medical specialists.
Practical problems of applications of mathematics appear also in [48] where
numerical aspects of the theory of linear integral equations in connection with
energetic losses in big voltage transformers are studied.
As concerns numerical mathematics, it is a not generally known fact that Ivo
Vrkoč collaborated also on the famous monograph by I. Babuška, M. Práger and
E. Vitásek: Numerical Processes in Differential Equations (SNTL, Prague 1966)
in the field of stability of numerical calculations.
In the conclusion of similar occasional accounts, made necessary by the course of
time, we usually find a list ofnon-scientific activities ofthe person concerned. Ivo
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Vrkoč also had to engage in some of them;they were not few and not all ofthem were
sensible. (The latter ones he did not usually choose from his free will.) However,
they have never formed a characteristic feature of Vrkoc's personality, and we do
not feel it necessary to deal with them in detail. Above all, Vrkoč is a modest, amiable
man and a mathematician of a renaissance scope. His spontaneous inquisitiveness
and playful spirit with which he approaches any mathematical problem have made
him a sought-for partner and helped him to retain intellectual qualities corresponding
to much younger age.
The collegues and friends of Ivo Vrkoč wish him that he could enjoy the beauty
of mathematics for many years to come withthe same enthusiasm and dedication as
he has done till now.
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